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Introduction

Within a wide scope of enterprises management,
there are a lot of tasks that involve limited knowledge
and uncertainty as to the course of events and ac-
tivities concerning the management of facilities and
objects. Such circumstances result from the pace,
range, grade and depth of changes propagation in the
globalized economy which is constituted by seeming-
ly local endeavours [1], but, which is also an out-
come of natural phenomena that still remain uncon-
trollable for the minds of scientists. Hence, one may
distinguish the following types of knowledge deficien-
cy: incompleteness of information - also referred to
as subjective uncertainty, and objective uncertain-
ty resulting from the characteristics of the analyzed
processes and objects. To describe and systematise

the knowledge concerning these issues, fuzzy log-
ics models have been applied as discussed in refer-
ences [1–4].

At the same time, in many financial and decision-
making situations, companies have to deal with un-
certainty due to randomness, i.e. the random nature
of the values of social phenomena (sick rate among
employees), financial ratios (Stock Exchange indices)
or even geological phenomena (speed and direction of
wind measured in the course of estimating the prof-
itability of investments in wind power plants) that
are used in numerous decision-making processes in
companies, as far as operational, tactical and strate-
gic management is concerned. For the modelling of
such processes the mathematical models are general-
ly applied in consideration of the theory of probabil-
ity.
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Based on inspiring Zadeh’s idea of Soft Comput-
ing (1994), using fuzzy sets theory and fuzzy logic, as
well as theory of probability and stochastic process-
es, the methodology of the creation of the knowl-
edge representation and the procedures of reasoning
of probabilistic and stochastic SISO, MISO and MI-
MO systems has been formulated (e.g. [5, 6]).
It seems natural that the combination of the two

methods of analysis – the fuzzy logics theory and
the probability theory, should provide a complete de-
scription of the uncertainty of real problems that oc-
cur in processes of company management (Fig. 1),
(e.g. [7, 8]). Accordingly, this was the reason for the
origin of the concept of an inference system based on
the probability-fuzzy knowledgebase [9, 10].

Fig. 1. The concept of the uncertainty description in man-
agerial situations.

In the discussed system, the linguistic knowledge
is contained within weighted IF-THEN rules, con-
stituting the boundary conditions and conditional
probability of fuzzy events in the antecedent and con-
sequent of the rules. On principle, a fuzzy system
should enable a simplified reconstruction of a com-
plex research problem. However, in consideration of
multiple variables of the system and a big number
of the indentified fuzzy sets, the creation of the said
model involves complex calculation procedures. Fur-
thermore, considering the total distribution of the
probability of fuzzy events, the number of elemen-
tary rules of the database is Nm, where N is a num-
ber of model variables, m – number of fuzzy sets of
the variable (assuming the equal number of the fuzzy
sets for each variable). A big number of rules exerts
an impact not only on the time of model identifi-
cation, difficulties in reasoning with the use of the
created database, but also on possible implementa-
tion in real objects. It will be shown in the paper
that it is possible to use the concept of association
rules search (one of the data mining methods) for
obtaining the parameters of a model of an inference
system with probabilistic-fuzzy database. The algo-
rithm shall make it possible to directly find credi-
ble fuzzy rules with their corresponding weights, en-
abling the inference on the grounds of the construct-
ed model.

Concept of inference system

with a probability-fuzzy

knowledge base

Inference fuzzy systems are knowledge-based sys-
tems that use the linguistic approach in modeling
and reasoning (inferring), also often labeled as fuzzy
inference and modeling [2, 11–13]. In the linguistic
approach, variables assume the values described by
the categories of a natural language, for example:
high, medium, low costs, adequate, inadequate qual-
ity [14]. Verbal assessment makes it possible to de-
scribe uncertain knowledge of the analyzed variables,
but, at the same time, it is semantically dependent
on real domains.
In a classic approach of the theory of fuzzy log-

ics fuzzy set A defined in non-empty space ℵ, is de-
termined by the characteristic function, also called
membership function in the following form [15]:

µA : ℵ → [0, 1], (1)

where [0,1] denotes the range of real numbers from 0
to 1.
The discussed inference system is based on an

analogical approach to the definition of fuzzy sets,
however, instead of the membership function, con-
stant grades of membership are used, defined for
separable ranges of variable values (for example: [7]
and [8]). The legitimacy of applying the grades of
membership in modelling the system was demon-
strated in [10]. The discretization of the space of the
variable values has a slight effect on the structure
of the model, yet, it shortens the time of rules gen-
eration and inference. A longer time of rules gener-
ation and inference (reasoning) in view of the data-
base defined by the membership function results from
the impossibility of introducing vector-based calcu-
lations, which is important in the course of imple-
menting the system in Matlab computational envi-
ronment.

The inference system with a probabilistic-fuzzy
knowledge base is a Multiple Input-Single Output
(MISO) type of system, with many inputs but just
one single output. The structure of such system and
its connections with the decision-making environ-
ment are shown in Fig. 2.
The discussed inference system is composed of

the following parts (compare: [2, 11–13, 17, 18]:

• knowledge base that contains information essen-
tial for a given problem,

• fuzzification block that transforms quantitative
data into qualitative data represented by fuzzy
sets on the bases of membership grades entered
in the database,
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• inference block that utilizes the database and the
implemented aggregation methods and final infer-
ence (reasoning) to solve specialized problems,

• defuzzification block that calculates the crisp val-
ue (defuzzified value) at the system output on the
bases of the resulting membership grades.

Fig. 2. The structure of the inference system with the
probabilistic-fuzzy knowledge base [16].

The probabilistic-fuzzy knowledgebase contains
two components: database and rule base (compare:
[19]). The database contains information defined by
experts on a given application field containing lin-
guistic values {An

m, Bj/m, j = 1, ..., J , n = 1, ..., N ,
m = 1, ..., M} (compare model (4)) of the variables
accounted in the rule base and definitions of fuzzy
sets identified with these values. On the other hand,
the probabilistic-fuzzy rules database, as the name
itself indicates, contains a set of linguistic rules in
the form of (4), which are created on the grounds
of a modified algorithm generating fuzzy association
rules. The algorithm makes it possible to adjust the
model to measurement data. The characteristic form
of the rules, exposing an empirical probability distri-
bution of fuzzy events enables a simple interpretation
of the knowledge contained in the model and addi-
tional analysis of the considered problem. Detailed
information on particular blocks of the system shall
be described in the successive sub-chapters of the
paper.

Probabilistic-fuzzy representation

of knowledge

Among a wide range of formal representations of
the knowledge of inference systems, one of most easi-
ly accessible methods of recording human knowledge
is the IF-THEN rule, derived from mathematical log-
ics that describe inference or decision-making rules

and consisting of conditional part pr, referred to as
antecedent or premise and decision part qr, referred
to as consequent. Hence, the general form of the rule
is as follows:

IF pr THEN; qr (2)

where the terms IF and THEN are the key words
preceding the antecedent and the conclusion of the
rule, respectively.
Detailed form of the rules database is dependent

on the applied model. The simplicity of notation and
easiness of interpretation and reasoning (inference)
on the grounds of IF-THEN models have been very
popular in fuzzy models and neuron-fuzzy models
applications. One of their advantages is the option
of devising models on the grounds of little informa-
tion on the system in comparison with mathematical
models [12]. An attempt to achieve better accuracy
of representing various real systems, in consideration
of different degree of accessibility of information and
its form, has led to intense development of the struc-
ture of models [13].
The fuzzy model is a set of fuzzy conditional rules

of the type

IF x isAi THEN y isBj , (3)

determining the reason-result relationship between
linguistic variables [14] of the system: x – an input
linguistic variable, y – an output linguistic variable
and Ai, Bj – linguistic values of the variable. The
linguistic values Ai, Bj are represented by fuzzy sets
determined on the spaces of the model input and
output.
The inference system based on probabilistic-fuzzy

knowledge base discussed in this paper is based on
a model which in professional literature, it is of-
ten referred to as: ‘fuzzy model’ or ‘fuzzy knowl-
edge representation with probability measures of fuzzy

events’ [5]. A typical feature of the knowledge base
of the discussed model for MISO systems is the rep-
resentation of knowledge in the form of the collection
of file rules [7]:

IF x1 isA
(1)
o AND. . .

AND xN isA
(N)
o , with weight wo

THEN y isB1/o, with weight w1/o

...

THEN y isBl/o, with weight wl/o

...

THEN y isBL/o, with weight wL/o,

(4)

where o – number of the file rule, N – number of

the model input variable, A
(1)
o , ..., A

(N)
o , Bl/o – fuzzy

sets representing the values of linguistic input vari-
ables x1, ..., xN and the output variable y, in the l-th
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elementary rule of the o-th file rule, wo – weight of
the o-th file rule, representing the probability of the

joint fuzzy event (x1 isA
(1)
o ) ∩ ... ∩ (xN isA

(N)
o ) in

the antecedent, wl/o – weight of the l-th elementary
rule, representing the conditional probability of the
fuzzy event (y isBl/o) in the consequent, subject to

(x1 isA
(1)
o ) ∩ ... ∩ (xN isA

(N)
o ).

We can write the weight wo as a joint probabil-

ity of the fuzzy event Ao = A
(1)
o × ... × A

(N)
o in the

antecedent:

P (x isAo) = P ((x1 = A(1)
o )∩...∩(xN = A(N)

o )), (5)

where x = [x1, x2, ..., xN ].
The weight of the consequent part of the elemen-

tary rule wl/o, according to [20], as the conditional
probability of fuzzy events, is calculated as follows

P ((y isBl/o)/(x isAo))

=
P ((y = Bl/o) ∩ (x = Ao))

P (x = Ao)
.

(6)

Probability of fuzzy event A, according to Zadeh, is
defined as [20]:

P (A) =

n∑

i=1

p(xi)µA(xi), (7)

where p(xi) ∈ [0, 1] is a probability in the sense of
the theory of probability, xi is an element of the dis-
crete space of consideration ℵ = {x1, x2, ..., xn}, and
n∑

i=1

p(xi) = 1.

According to [5], weights are calculated for lin-

guistic values A
(n)
o and Bl/o determined on real sets

Xn, n = 1, . . ., N and Y of values of systems vari-
ables. The spaces Xn, n = 1, . . ., N and Y are di-

vided into disjoint intervals a
(n)
k and bk, respectively,

and the fuzzy sets A
(n)
o , Bl/o can be presented as the

following sums:

A(n)
o =

∑

k=1,...,K

µ
A

(n)
o

(a
(n)
k )/a

(n)
k ,

Bl/o =
∑

k=1,...,K

µBl/o
(bk)/bk,

(8)

where the following relationships must be fulfilled
∑

A
(n)
o

µ
A

(n)
o

(a
(n)
k ) = 1, ∀a

(n)
k , n = const

∑

Bl/o

µBl/o
(bk) = 1, ∀bk.

(9)

The exemplary definitions of fuzzy sets, according to
the above rules, are presented at Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Example of the fuzzy sets defined on disjoint in-
tervals of the space Xn [16].

According to [5] and using the notation in formu-
las (5)–(8) we can write the following relationships
for weights wo and wl/o, respectively:

P (x isAo)

=
∑

a
(1)
k ,...,a

(N)
k ∈X1×...×XN

[p(a
(1)
k , ..., a

(N)
k )

·T (µ
A

(1)
o

(a
(1)
k ), ..., µ

A
(N)
o

(a
(N)
k ))],

(10)

P ((y is Bl/o)/(x is A)
o)

=

∑

a
(1)
k ,...,a

(N)
k ,bk∈X1×...×XN×Y

[p(a
(1)
k , ..., a

(N)
k , bk) · T (µ

A
(1)
o

(a
(1)
k ), ..., µ

A
(N)
o

(a
(N)
k ), µBo(bk))]

∑

a
(1)
k

,...,a
(N)
k

∈X1×...×XN

[p(a
(1)
k , ..., a

(N)
k ) · T (µ

A
(1)
o

(a
(1)
k ), ..., µ

A
(N)
o

(a
(N)
k ))]

.
(11)
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More often the product t-norm is used.

Assuming that each measurement xi is equally
probable, the probability of fuzzy event A may be
also calculated by means of membership coefficients
of particular elements to fuzzy set A, in the following
way:

P (A) =
1

I

I∑

i=1

µA(xi). (12)

Methods of fuzzy knowledge

discovery

The IF-THEN rules that constitute the knowl-
edge bases of the fuzzy system may be defined in
two ways:

• as logical rules constituting subjective definitions
created by experts on the grounds of experience
and knowledge of the investigated phenomenon,

• as physical rules constituting objective knowledge
models defined on the grounds of observations and
natural research into the analyzed process (object)
and its regularities.

In the case of fuzzy modeling there were initially
logics rules, yet, in consideration of machine learning
a hybrid of rules was gradually implemented accord-
ing to which initial assumptions concerning fuzzy
sets and the associated rules are defined following
the experts’ conviction, whereas other parameters
are adjusted to measurement data. The objective of
automatic data discovery is to obtain the smallest
set of IF- THEN rules enabling as accurate repre-
sentation of the modeled object or phenomenon as
possible.

Methods of knowledge discovery for fuzzy sys-
tems of Mamdani type include [13]:

• Wang-Mendel method,
• Nozaki-Ishibuchi-Tanaki method,
• Sugeno-Yasukawa method,
• template-based method of modelling fuzzy sys-
tems [2].

In order to obtain databases for fuzzy systems,
data mining methods have also been applied.

Data mining, considered as the main stage in
knowledge discovery [21] is focused on non-trivial al-
gorithms of searching “hidden”, so far unknown and
potentially required information [22] and its records
in the form of mathematical expressions and models.
Some of the data mining methods identify zones in
the space of system variables, which, consequently,
create fuzzy events in the rules. This may be accom-
plished by searching algorithm clusters or covering
algorithms, also called separate and conquer algo-
rithms. Other methods, for example: fuzzy associa-
tion rules, are based on constant division for each

attribute (fuzzy grid) and each grid element is re-
garded as a potential component of the rule. As far
as the first approach is concerned, each identified rule
has its own fuzzy sets [23]. Therefore, from the point
of view of rules interpretation, the second approach
seems more applicable [24].

Association rules as ways

of fuzzy knowledge discovery

Irrespective of automatic knowledge discovery,
rules of the fuzzy model are obtained on the bases
of their optimal adjustment to experimental data. In
view of this, the generation of the rules may be un-
derstood as a search for rules with high occurrence
frequency, where, the frequency parameter influences
the optimal rules adjustment. In such case, rules in
the form of (4) may be analyzed as the co-existence
of fuzzy variable values in experimental data, i.e.:
fuzzy association rules.
The issue of association rules was first discussed

in [25]. Nowadays it is one of the most common data
mining methods. In a formal approach, the associa-
tion rules have the form of the following implications:

X ⇒ Y (sup%, conf%), (13)

where X and Y are separable variable sets (attribut-
es) in the classic approach to mathematical sets, of-
ten referred to as: X – conditioning values set, Y –
conditioned values set.
Considering the fuzzy rules of association, the fol-

lowing may be derived:

A1∩ ...∩An ⇒ An+1∩ ...∩Am (sup%, conf%), (14)

where A1, An are shortened notations of: variable -
fuzzy set in the rule antecedent (i.e. An

∼= x is An,
where x is a variable, An – fuzzy set, An+1, Am pairs,
variable - fuzzy set of the rule consequent.
Each association rule is connected with two sta-

tistical measures that determine the validity and
power of the rule: support (sup%) – support, prob-
ability of concurrent/simultaneous incidence of set
(X ∩ Y , A1 ∩ ... ∩ An ∩ An+1 ∩ ... ∩ Am) in the
set collection and confidence (conf%) – also called
credibility which is conditional probability (P (Y |X),
P (An+1 ∩ ... ∩ Am|A1 ∩ ... ∩ An)). The issue of
discovering fuzzy association rules involves finding,
in a given database, all support and trust values
that are higher than the association rules the sup-
port and trust of which are higher than the de-
fined minimal values of support and trust given by
users.
The first application of the association rules was

in basket analysis. However, taking into account
the fact that the rules may include variables that
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are derived from diverse variables expressed in a
natural language, the ranges of the application of
the discussed method may be extended to decision-
making, planning, control, forecasting, etc. Fuzzy as-
sociation rules, as shown in this paper, may be al-
so applied in acquiring data for fuzzy inference sys-
tems.

Algorithm of knowledge discovery

based on fuzzy association rules

A basic algorithm of association rules discovery is
an Apriori iterative algorithm [25]. It has been sub-
ject of many modifications aimed at improving its
efficiency (for example: AprioriTid, AprioriHybrid).
There are also other algorithms to be found in pro-
fessional publications: SETM, FreeSpan, Eclat, Par-
tition. The FP-Growth algorithm is effective due to
its calculations complexity [26], but, it generates as-
sociation rules only in non-fuzzy version (13). The
discovery of fuzzy association rules (14) is possible by
means of algorithms described in, for example [27–
29]. The combination of data exploration by means of
fuzzy association rules with genetic algorithms was
discussed in [30]. This paper presents the authors’
own version of the said algorithm created on the as-
sumptions of FP-Growth, to be applied for gener-
ating the database with probabilistic-fuzzy rules for
multiple input and single output.

The input of the proposed algorithm:
• set I of measurements used for model identifica-
tion,

• predefined database, linguistic values of variables
considered in the model and definitions of fuzzy
sets identified with the values,

• threshold value of minimal support (min w).

The output : rule base of a probabilistic-fuzzy
knowledge base.
Notations used in the presentation of the algo-

rithm:
I – number of measurements used for the identi-

fication of the knowledge model,
N +1 – total number of variables (N input data,

one output data),
K – number of separable ranges with equal width

in variable ranges,
xn – model input variables, xn ∈ Xn ⊂ R,

n = 1, ..., N ,

y – model output variable, y ∈ Y ⊂ R,
|A(n)| (|B|) – number of the linguistic values for

the n-th input variable (output variable),

A
(n)
j – j-th linguistic value of n-th input variable,

j = 1, . . ., |A(n)|, n = 1, ..., N ,
Bj – j-th linguistic value of output variable,

j = 1, . . ., |B|,

a
(n) = (a

(n)
1 , ..., a

(n)
k , ..., a

(n)
K ) – separable ranges

of the n-th input variable xn, n = 1, ..., N ,
b = (b1, ..., bk, ..., bK) – separable ranges of out-

put variable y,
w – calculated support value for frequent sets

candidates,
min w – assumed minimal support value,
C∗

r – set consisting of candidates of frequent fuzzy
events of r-elements (1 ≤ r ≤ N + 1) of the system
variables,

F ∗

r – set consisting of frequent fuzzy events of
r-elements (1 ≤ r ≤ N + 1) of the system variables,

Di – i-th set of empirical values of the model
{xi

1, ..., x
i
N , yi}, i = 1, ..., I (i-th measurement),

J∗∗

i – number of the created combinations of
fuzzy events from the- i-th set of experimental da-
ta Di,

J∗ – number of unrepeatable combinations of sin-
gle fuzzy events of the variables in the antecedent and
the consequent of the rule.
A frequent set is a set of which the probability of

occurrence is bigger than the value of the assumed
minimal support min w.
The algorithm for generating the rules for the

inference system with probabilistic-fuzzy knowledge
base is shown in Fig. 4.
An attempt at adopting the Apriori algorithm

has been made to enable a direct search of fuzzy asso-
ciation rules. However, this version of the algorithm
has turned out to be very complex in calculations in
comparison with the modified FP-Growth algorithm.
The time of generating the rules of this algorithm is
longer, even though the same results are obtained
(Fig. 5).
In paper [16] inverse results of the comparison

are presented, yet, this is not contradictory- as the
papers consider different versions of FP-Growth algo-
rithms. Paper [16] considers the calculations of fuzzy
probability on the bases of (10), but, in this article
the calculations based on the power of fuzzy sets were
used (12).
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Fig. 4. The scheme of generating the rules for the inference system with probabilistic-fuzzy knowledge base, based on
modified FP-Growth algorithm.
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Fig. 5. The time of generating the fuzzy association rules as the function of the minimal support value for the
modified Apriori and FP-Growth algorithms (3 input variables, one output variable, 7 fuzzy sets for each variable,

1000 learning data).

Inference based

on the constructed model

The fuzzy model inference mechanism with mul-
tiple inputs and a single output enables the calcula-
tion of the membership function of the conclusion,
on the bases of the crisp input data, and, in con-
sequence, the defuzzified value of the model output.

For the system with the rules base in the form of (4),
there are many possible ways of obtaining non-fuzzy
results y∗ [6]. One way of inference for an exemplary
file rule is presented in Fig. 6. The inference takes ad-
vantage of the following parameters: the minimum as
t-norm operator, the algebraic product as the infer-
ence operator and the Centre of Area as the defuzzi-
fication method.

Fig. 6. Scheme of reasoning in the discussed system with probabilistic-fuzzy knowledge base (cf. [16]).
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Example of applying the discussed

model for forecasting the wind speed

in wind power plants

Wind power is an alternative and renewable en-
ergy source. Thanks to wind turbines it is possible
to transform wind energy into electric power. The
wind resources all over the world are abundant. It is
estimated that the amount of wind power feasible to
utilize from the technological point of view is about
53 thousand TWh/year – i.e. for times more than
the annual global demand for power. Surely, it is im-
possible to utilize the full potential of the wind, but,
it is possible to use the wind within the speed range
from 3–4 to 25–30 m/s [31].
Wind is a movement of air mass emerged in the

course of irregular pressure distribution caused by
uneven warming of the Earth by sun rays. Warm
and heated air is lighter and it flows upwards mak-
ing space for cooler air masses and creating air cir-
culation. Some of the most important wind parame-
ters used in wind power plants are wind speed and
wind direction. The dependence of wind on land sur-
face configuration leads to local whirling- changes of
the wind power and direction. Studies carried out
for many years prove the changeability of these pa-
rameters in time (in successive years, as well as in
months of the year- according to the seasons) in
24-hour cycles and in minutes (even seconds) where
wind changeability has a random nature.
Hence, the changeability of wind parameters,

which is a source of energy, may cause disruption of
the electric energy generation process [32]. Therefore,
from the point of view of wind power energy man-
agement, it is very important to subjugate the wind
by the identification of its parameters in due time-
in order to control the parameters of a wind pow-
er plant. This is especially important during regular
operation of the mechanism of setting the blades and
the plant and in cases of emergency to predict sud-
den, hurricane-like wind blows and to minimise un-
favourable effects of disruptions with foresight. Ac-
curate estimation of wind energy resources is of cru-
cial importance to the location of wind power plants,
production planning, cost and feasibility assessment.
The capacity of wind power plants is directly propor-
tional to the surface of the rotor blades moved by the
wind and to the third power of the wind speed, which
may be inferred from the following equation [32]:

P =
1

2
· ρ · A · V 3 [W], (15)

where P – wind power plant capacity [W], A – rotor
blades surface [A], ρ – air density [kg/m3], V – wind
speed [m/s].

The discussed inference system has been applied
to predict wind speed. From 01-01-2010 to 09-01-
2010, 11 000 measurements of the value of wind pow-
er were recorded at 1-minute samplings. The aver-
ages of measurements from 4 next minutes were re-
searched. First 2000 measurements were learning da-
ta, the remaining ones – test data. The forecasts of
wind speed v(t) have been made on the grounds of
the last three measurements of wind speed denot-
ed as v(t − 3), v(t − 2), v(t − 1). For each variable
9 fuzzy sets have been defined (with the linguistic
values describing the wind as: “very light”, “light”,
“mild”, “moderate”, “fairly strong”, “strong”, “very
strong”, “squally”, “very squally”) assuming 45 dis-
joint intervals of the variables values. Exemplary val-
ues of the membership for variable v(t−3) are shown
in Fig. 7. The membership grades for other variables
have been analogically defined.

Fig. 7. An example of the definition of fuzzy sets for wind
speed.

The probabilistic-fuzzy knowledge base has been
created with the use of altered P-Growth algorithm
(Fig. 4) for the modified Apriori algorithm [16]. At
2000 items of learning data the time of the rules gen-
eration is shorter in the case of the modified Apriori
algorithm (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. Comparison of the time of generating rules using
training data for different algorithms.
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The accuracy of forecasting the wind parameters
has been tested on the grounds of the root mean
square error (RMSE) which, in this case, has been
calculated as:

RMSE =

√√√√√
N∑

t=4
[v(t) − v̂(t)]2

N − 3
, (16)

where N – set size, v̂(t) – forecasted value at time,
v(t) – real value at time.

The number of elementary model rules and values
of RMSE for learning and testing data, depending on
the minimal support parameter (min w) have been
compiled in Figs. 9 and 10. As observed, it seems
feasible to limit the number of rules down to 92, in
order to simplify the model complexity and, at the
same time, to observe the same accuracy of represen-
tation at the error level of 0.55 m/s. It is only after
a certain value of the minimal support that the pre-
diction error significantly increases, which shows that
the model is too simple and incapable of representing
relevant forecasted wind speeds v. Following such as-
sumptions, the optimal model structure is derived at
the minimal support value equal to min w = 0.001,
then, the root mean square error for the learning da-
ta is 0.5514 m/s, whereas for the testing data it is
0.6434 m/s and the derived model consists of 92 ele-
mentary rules (47 file rules). The most important file
rules are:

1: IF (v(t-3) IS ’moderate’) AND (v(t-2) IS ’mod-
erate’) AND (v(t-1) IS ’moderate’) [0.1337] THEN
(v(t) IS ’moderate’) [0.6989]

ALSO (v(t) IS ’mild’) [0.1665]

ALSO (v(t) IS ’fairly strong’) [0.1346]

2: IF (v(t-3) IS ’fairly strong’) AND (v(t-2)
IS ’fairly strong’) AND (v(t-1) IS ’fairly strong’)
[0.0973] THEN (v(t) IS ’fairly strong’) [0.6827]

ALSO (v(t) IS ’moderate’) [0.2253]

ALSO (v(t) IS ’strong’) [0.0920]

3: IF (v(t-3) IS ’mild’) AND (v(t-2) IS ’mild’)
AND (v(t-1) IS ’mild’) [0.0749] THEN (v(t) IS
’mild’) [0.6683]

ALSO (v(t) IS ’moderate’) [0.2131]

ALSO (v(t) IS ’light’) [0.1186]

Fig. 9. The number of rules and values of RMSE errors
for the training data depending on the minimal support

parameter (min w).

Fig. 10. The number of rules and values of RMSE errors
for the testing data depending on the minimal support

parameter (min w).

The comparison of the forecasts with real values
for the learning data and the test data is shown in
Figs. 11 and 12. One of the advantages of the system
is an opportunity of detecting the structure of the
model that enables an estimation of the characteris-
tics of the process by the probability distribution of
the occurrence of simultaneous events recorded in a
human natural language (Table 1).
Wind speed is a parameter that is difficult to

forecast, hence the insignificant discrepancy between
the real and forecasted values. A similar level of re-
sults is rendered by forecasts made with the use of
fuzzy-neuron systems (ANFIS). The discussed fore-
cast considers a short time span, hence, it may be
applied to wind power plant facilities, whereas, in
the planning of electric energy production and esti-
mating the costs of its efficiency, long time forecast
should be applicable.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the prediction values and empirical data of wind speed for training data.

Fig. 12. Comparison of the prediction values and empirical data of wind speed for testing data.

Table 1
The joint probability distribution of fuzzy events, on the basis of wind speed prediction.

To assume, that wind v(t − 3) is ‘mild’ and wind v(t − 2) is ‘mild’

v(t − 1)
c(t)

very light light mild moderate fairly strong strong very strong squally very squally

very light 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

light 0 0.0064 0.0077 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0

mild 0 0.0089 0.0500 0.0160 0 0 0 0 0

moderate 0 0.0000 0.0127 0.0147 0 0 0 0 0

fairly strong 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

strong 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

very strong 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

squally 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

very squarlly 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Conclusions

The elaboration of the inference system with
probabilistic-fuzzy knowledge database opens new
possibilities in modeling processes that should take
into account uncertainty levels in probabilistic and
fuzzy categories.

The use of fuzzy logics with file system database
makes it possible to express incomplete and uncer-

tain information in a natural language, typical of hu-
man beings. In addition, the application of the prob-
ability of events in linguistic categories enables the
adjustment of the model on the grounds of numeri-
cal information derived from the data stored in the
course of the operation of a given company. The cre-
ated model becomes easier for interpretation by its
users, which in important in the strategic decision-
making process.
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The discussed fuzzy association rules may be used
as a method of knowledge discovery in the inference
system. The search of the inference space by means
of fuzzy rules association algorithms (including the
modified FP-Growth algorithm) shortens the time
of model creation and enables the reduction of its
complexity. Thanks to the use of different parame-
ters (fuzzy implication operators and t-norm opera-
tors) it is possible to individually adjust the model
to a given analyzed process or decision problem.
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